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august 2013 www orsm net - welcome to orsm net that s aussies for you nothing quite like a week off except maybe two
weeks or more but let s not get greedy what i did get however was a staycation aka a retarded word meant to indicate i
holidayed at home, 10 most dangerous dog breeds - dogs are most often wonderful pets and best friends they are clever
sociable and funny when you want to play however in certain circumstances any type of dog can be dangerous, the slang
dictionary target sports minnesota - salt persons male or female who happen to interfere with someone else picking up
one of the opposite sex the object they can but are not limited to being salt if they really suck or by flat out being a dork
which results in that dorkiness reflecting on you in an unfavorable manner, family feud best one page answer cheat page
2 - question answer name something you would wan t to run over with your lawnmower rocks animals poop hose toys
sprinkler name a movie that has become a cult classic, port manteaux word maker onelook dictionary search - port
manteaux churns out silly new words when you feed it an idea or two enter a word or two above and you ll get back a bunch
of portmanteaux created by jamming together words that are conceptually related to your inputs for example enter giraffe
and you ll get back words like gazellephant and gorilldebeest, wohnung und haus kaufen oder mieten sz de - eggesin
rostock dpa mv in vorpommern hat der bund damit begonnen eine der gr ten kasernen der ddr aufzul sen der erste teil des
riesigen gel ndes in eggesin karpin vorpommern greifswald sei am samstag auf einer auktion in rostock versteigert worden
teilten die veranstalter am sonntag mit, uk black white tv comedy variety - by common consent his bbc half hour was the
pinnacle of early tv comedy the best of the scripts provided tony hancock with a brilliant foil for his comic genius, what the
hell did john lennon see in yoko ono zazenlife - this is just one of my random rants that i had to let out while surfing the
internet aimlessly i came upon some videos regarding yoko ono and yes she s a moron some will say she is the true reason
that the beatles broke up and i wouldn t doubt it yes there are some, sol war sons of light warriors alien resistance updated on 01 12 18 nasa fraudulent science technology there are many things they do not want you to know there is a
principle which is a bar against all information which is proof against all argument and which cannot fail to keep man in
everlasting ignorance
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